
Siyum on Kinim

Shabbos Group

This Sunday we are holding a Siyum in Shul at 10.15am on Seder

Kinim. This Shuir in Mishnayos was started over 40 years ago by

Rabbi Dr. Chaim Royde, O.H When he was nifter his son Ezra took

over his fathers mantle and every Sunday we hold the Shuir in the

Beis HaMedrash.

If anyone would like to join the Shuir, please just come. We will be

starting Seder Teharos. Please note  active participation is required.

The children’s Shabbos group takes place this week.

"Complete It” Rabbi Berel Wein (Torah.org)

We find many instances in the Torah where strangers, seemingly

bystanders who are unconnected to the main characters and events of

the narrative, play a pivotal and decisive role in the unfolding of the

story. In a sense, they become the catalyst for all that occurs later.

The escaped refugee who comes to tell Avraham about the capture of

Lot, the man who finds Yosef wandering lost in the fields in search of his

brothers are but examples of this recurring theme throughout biblical

narrative. In this week’s parsha the daughter of the Pharaoh plays this

unknowing role in Jewish history and world civilization.

Going down to the Nile with her maidservants she espies the small

floating crib of the infant Moshe and she reaches out for it before the

crocodiles can get to it. She thereupon sees the crying infant and even

though the baby is from the Jewish slaves she takes pity upon him and

secures a wet nurse for him and eventually brings him home to the

palace where she raises him as her son.

And out of this strange and unlikely sequence of events, the great

Moshe emerges to eventually lead the Jewish slaves out of Egyptian

bondage and to bring them to Torah and eternity at the revelation at

Mount Sinai. And though it is certainly God that oversees the unfolding

of all human scenarios, it is through human beings making choices and

decisions and behaving according to those choices that the story of

humankind continues to unfold.

Nothing compelled the Pharaoh’s daughter to be compassionate

towards a defenseless Jewish child in danger. It was her choice and

out of that choice the fate of all humanity is allowed to take a positive

turn.

The tradition of the Jews is that this daughter of the Pharaoh was named

Batya – the daughter of God Himself, so to speak. She is remembered

in that her name has been given to myriad Jewish women over the

thousands of years of Jewish existence. The continuing custom of

naming Jewish women after her expresses the gratitude of the Jews for

her life saving act and her human compassion.

The Talmud teaches us that the crib floating in the river was seemingly

out of her reach and yet she stretched forth her hand to attempt to

bring it to her. When human beings do all that they can for a noble cause
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The Week Ahead

Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 4.06pm

Candle Lighting and Shabbos 4.01pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am
Shacharis 9.00am

Rov’s Mishnayos Shiur 3.29pm

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 1.30pm / 3.59pm

y"w onf seq 10.17am

Monday / Thursday 6.45am / 7.10am

Mincha & Maariv Next Shabbos 4.18pm (Shabbos 4.13pm)

Ovos uBonim 6.14pm

Mincha & Maariv All Week 4.10pm (Late Maariv @ 8.00pm)

Maariv & Motzei Shabbos 5.14pm
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or kind deed then many times Heaven takes over. Her hand somehow

became elongated sufficiently to bring the crib into her reach and the

baby’s salvation.

Again, it is this almost mystical combination of human choice and

Heaven’s guidance that accomplishes this forward thrust in the story of

humankind. And the Torah emphasizes that it was not sufficient for

Batya to temporarily save the infant from death but that she pursued the

matter of the child’s welfare to the utmost, finally raising him as her son

in the royal palace of the Pharaoh.

Many times we do good and compassionate deeds but we do them

partially not really completing the task. The Talmud teaches us that “If

one begins a mitzvah we say to him: ‘Complete it.’” Batya’s immortality

is assured amongst all of Israel for her complete and voluntary act of

compassion, goodness and mercy.

Moshe replied to HASHEM, “Please my Lord, I am not a man of words,

also not since yesterday, nor since the day before yesterday, nor since

You first spoke to Your servant, for I am heavy of mouth and heavy of

speech.” (Shemos 4:10)

Also not since yesterday etc.: The wording of this verse teaches that

the Holy One, Blessed is He, spent a full seven days persuading Moshe

at the thorn-bush to undertake His mission…And all this reluctance on

the part of Moshe was because he did not want to assume superiority

over his brother Aaron who was older than Moshe and already a

prophet. (Rashi)

…Is there not Aaron your brother the Levite? I know that he will surely

speak; moreover, behold he is going out to meet you and he will see

you and he will rejoice in his heart. (Shemos 4: 14)

And he will see you and he will rejoice in his heart: It is not as you think

Moshe that he will resent you because you are ascending to greatness.

(Rashi)

It’s worthwhile to marvel at the fact that Moshe resisted accepting this

mission and defied The Almighty for one whole week. To what may we

Exactly Why He Was Chosen Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)
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1. In which way had been himself in ?

2. According to , which babies had to be thrown into the

river?

3. Who were the two Hebrew men fighting?

4. Why did take his sheep to the ?

5. Why did the stick turn into a snake?

6. Why did return to his father-in-law before returning to

?

7. What was the difference between the and the ?

H. When the great will be blown, what will happen?
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attribute Moshe’s stubborn refusal? How can he possibly stand in

opposition to the will of his Maker? It’s certainly an audacious posture

for any mortal to assume. Why the big fight?

Finally, we discover that Moshe did not want to upstage his older

brother Aaron. Therefore he held out till Aaron would have a role and

until it was clarified that Aaron was genuinely pleased with Moshe’s

ascendancy to greatness. Even, still, why seven days? Why employ so

many excuses? Why was this even tolerated?

When Reb Moshe Feinstein ztl. was asked why he felt he had merited a

long life he is reputed to have answered, “I tried never to hurt another

person.” It may sound like a light and maybe even a trite matter, that is,

until we factor in the following story which is recorded in his

biography: The elder Reb Moshe was getting into a car in front of the

Yeshiva surrounded by students. When he was seated, the car door

was closed and the driver pulled away from the curb. After driving a

few blocks away, Reb Moshe asked the driver if he would not mind

pulling off to the side of the road. When the driver stopped the car Reb

Moshe opened the door and removed his frail hand from where the

door had just been slammed on his aged fingers. The driver was

mortified and asked Reb Moshe why he did not say something way

back there when the door was closed. Reb Moshe told the driver that

he did not want to say anything immediately because it would have

caused a terrible upset to the young man that closed the door. He

would never have forgiven himself. So Reb Moshe remained silent till

the car had traveled a safe distance away.

It’s beyond amazing to comprehend! Reb Moshe would have to be

able to feel the anticipated mental anguish of this young student even

more than his own present jolt of pain. This incident represents a

lifetime of living with the principle of trying not to hurt another person.

Who can possibly be prepared for such a sudden test? It’s no wonder

that Reb Moshe was the undisputed Gadol HaDor, leader of the

generation.

I once asked a Rosh HaYeshiva from Israel whether or not it was a good

thing that Moshe withheld himself from accepting the mission for an

entire week just so as not to offend his older brother. He told me,

“That’s exactly why he was chosen”

Moses did not grow up among the Jewish people, although he bore

them a passionate love. During the decrees of infanticide, an Egyptian

princess had discovered the infant Moses hidden among the bulrushes

of the Nile River and reared him as her own.

Although surrounded by luxury and opulence, the thought of his

people enslaved and oppressed gave Moses no rest. Finally, when he

was old enough, he set out to see firsthand the suffering of his people

and to find how he could help alleviate it. As he ventured forth, he

encountered a sadistic Egyptian taskmaster beating a Jewish laborer

brutally. Overcome with compassion, Moses struck down the Egyptian

tormentor and buried the corpse in the sand, unaware that he had

been observed by a pair of Jews named Dathan and Abiram.

The next day, Moses saw Dathan and Abiram fighting each other.

“Villain!” Moses cried. “Why do you strike your fellow Jew?”

They turned to Moses with disdain and said, “So what do you propose

to do? Will you murder us as you murdered the Egyptian?”

Moses was shocked. “Aha, the thing is known,” he cried out.

On the surface, it would seem that Moses was shocked at finding out

his killing of the Egyptian was no secret. But the Midrash reads a deeper

meaning into these words. Aha, Moses was saying, this is why the

Jewish people continue to suffer in exile. If they are capable of strife

and informing on each other, they are not deserving of redemption.

But let us reflect for a moment. Was this the worst of their sins? The Jews

had been thoroughly contaminated by Egyptian society. Their behavior

were barely distinguishable from that of the Egyptians; their lives were

characterized by idolatry and immorality. Nonetheless, in spite of all this

The Strife Factor Rabbi Naftali Reich (Torah.org)

dreadful sinfulness, Moses had found the Jewish suffering inexplicable.

But now that he saw two Jews fighting, he finally understood the cause

of the Jewish exile. How can this be?

Furthermore, the Sages tell us the Second Temple was destroyed

because of unjustified hatred Jews harbored in their hearts against

each other. How are we to understand this? Many other sins incur

punishments far more severe that does unjustified hatred. Why then

did this particular sin bring on the destruction of the Temple and the

removal of the Divine Presence from among the Jewish people for

thousands of years?

The commentators point out that the revelation of the Divine Presence

in this world is really a paradox. How can the ultimate manifestation of

spirituality reside in a physical world? It can only be done, they explain,

by creating an oasis of spirituality to serve in the physical world, an oasis

composed not of physical elements such as bricks and mortal, of soil

and grass but of a community of people whose spiritual essence is

paramount in their existence. Collectively, these people form an island

of transcendent spirituality upon which the Divine Presence descends.

But how do we measure if a community is genuinely spiritual? It is in their

relationships with others. Materialistic people see others as adversaries

and are always jealously protective of their own status and domain.

Spiritual people, in tune with eternity, are above these petty concerns;

strife and egotism have no place in their world. Therefore,

interpersonal relations are the barometer which tell us if the community

is worthy of having the Divine Presence in its midst. If the strife factor is

low, then the spirituality level is high, and Hashem comes among them.

In Egypt and at the end of the Second Temple era, however, the strife

factor was high, and the Divine Presence left the Jewish people.

In our own lives, as we aspire to raise our level of our spirituality through

studying the Torah and living by its values and ideals, how can we

determine if we are truly connecting with the divine? We can do so by

measuring the strife factor in our daily existence. If we live in harmony

with other people, appreciating the goodness inherent in all of them, if

our lives are essentially free of strife and discord, then we have indeed

attained a high level of spirituality and forged an eternal bond with our

Father in Heaven.

Two boys were fighting in school, shouting and pummeling each

other until one of the teachers pulled them apart.

When tempers cooled, the teacher called the boys to the front of

the classroom.

“Do you understand what a terrible thing you did?” he asked.

“But he started up with me!” said one boy.

“Make two fists,” the teacher said to the boy.

The boy complied, and the teacher took the two fists in his hands

and pounded them against each other.

“Ouch!” the boy screamed. “It hurts!”

“Exactly,” said the teacher. “When your friend suffers pain, it

should also hurt you. When you hit him, it is as if you are hitting

yourself!”


